The primary objective of ERG project is a better understanding the acceleration mechanism of the energetic particles in the radiation belt. An important part of the science mission is to investigate the role of Pc 5 pulsations in frequency band between 1.67 and 6.67 mHz for transporting the energetic electrons. ERG will provide the simultaneous measurements of three-dimensional plasma distributions covering a wide range from eV to MeV, electric and magnetic fields, and plasma waves, near the equatorial plane where the electron accelerations can occur. These measurements might demonstrate the relationship between Pc 5 pulsations and the transportation of electrons. This paper shows the examination of Pc 5 pulsations measured by the THEMIS spacecrafts as the preliminary preparation of the ERG observation. By combining both the five THEMIS spacecrafts and the ground-based magnetometer, we can find the spatial distribution of Pc 5 pulsation in the inner magnetosphere. Particularly, the polarization of Pc 5 pulsation is identified by the in-situ magnetic and electric field measurements. With a focus on the Pc 5 pulsation, we also present the scientific effort by ERG to the understanding of the inner magnetosphere dynamics.
Introduction
The most serious problem in geospace is the damage to spacecrafts caused by increasing in relativistic electron fluxes of the radiation belts 1) , for example, the surface charging and the internal electric charging. During the magnetically disturbed interval such as magnetic storms, a drastic increase of the electron flux is often observed at geostationary orbit 2) . The growing space utilization has heightened the need for revealing the mechanism of relativistic electron enhancement, in order to protect spacecrafts from occurring significant damages.
The electron flux enhancement results from accelerating of the electrons. Specifically, lower energetic electrons are energized up to the relativistic level and are transported in the radial direction. The electron acceleration process in the radiation belt has been studied [3] [4] [5] [6] . In general, acceleration mechanisms are theoretically separated into two types: one is acceleration by the radial diffusion process from the outer to the inner magnetosphere 3, 4) and the other is in-situ acceleration by wave-particle interactions inside geostationary orbit 6) . The major acceleration process has yet observationally to be revealed, because of few opportunities for investigating simultaneously the plasma distribution over a broad energy range and the magnetic and electric fields.
A small satellite mission named Energization and Radiation in Geospace (ERG) project is proposed to investigate the Earth's inner magnetosphere 7) . The primary objective of the ERG project is a better understanding of the energetic acceleration mechanism in the radiation belts, which can be achieved with simultaneous measurements of magnetic and electric fields, three-dimensional plasma distributions covering a wide range from eV to MeV, and plasma waves.
An important part of the science mission is to investigate the role of Pc 5 pulsations in frequency band between 1.67 and 6.67 mHz for transporting radially the energetic electrons. Pc 5 pulsation is believed to be a possible candidate for the radial diffusion process [8] [9] [10] [11] . The aim of the present paper is to describe main science topics to be addressed by using ERG magnetometer data, but we limit the discussion to Pc 5 pulsation. In addition, we briefly consider other scientific effort by ERG to the understanding of the inner magnetospheric dynamics.
Key Science Issues
As a beginning, we briefly describe the concept of radial diffusion contributed with Pc 5 pulsation. It is difficult for a particle to interact with another particle existing in the radiation belts, because the Earth's magnetosphere is essentially collisionless. Therefore Pc 5 pulsation is introduced into the interpretation for the adiabatic electron acceleration process as the driver of radial diffusion 12) . It is for this reason that the period of Pc 5 pulsation (3-10 minutes) corresponds approximately to the drift period of electron with relativistic energy drifting around the Earth. Elkington et al. (1999 Elkington et al. ( , 2003 8,10) quantified a form of enhanced radial diffusion process which is based on the Falthammar's simple model 12) . The general scenario is the drift resonance between Pc 5 pulsations and the electrons of the radiation belts. This process is divided into two categories due to the fluctuation mode of Pc 5 pulsation: one is the toroidal mode, the electrons are transported in the radial direction and the other is the poloidal mode, they are moved in the azimuthal direction (Fig.  1.) . Recently, there are few in-situ observations of both Pc 5 pulsation modes contributing with the electron acceleration in Trans. JSASS Aerospace Tech. Japan Vol. 10, No. ists28 (2012) Tr_12 the radiation belts [13] [14] [15] . These reports have led to the need that each mode of Pc 5 pulsation for the efficiency of radial diffusion is verified using in-situ observation data. The important point to note is that the theory of radial diffusion associated with Pc 5 pulsation is supported by not in-situ observations but rather data ground-based observations. Many researchers suggested that the high solar wind velocity and the high long-duration Pc 5 power observed on the ground in the recovery phase of the magnetic storm are closely associated with the production of relativistic electrons [16] [17] [18] [19] . Almost all studies based on the ground magnetometers have qualitatively indicated the strong relationship of the intense of Pc 5 pulsations and the variation of the high energy electron fluxes. What is not widely discussed and understood, however, is the impact for the radial diffusion process over mode differences of Pc 5 pulsation. The toroidal Pc 5 pulsation is often connected with the compressional Pc 5 pulsation propagating across the magnetic field line, and these different types of Pc 5 pulsation are observed on the ground not as respective variations but as the undetached fluctuations in north-south direction. Therefore, it seems to be difficult to find out strong evidences from only using ground-based magnetometer data, because of not identifying the mode of Pc 5pulsations measured on the ground. From this viewpoint, it is clear that the demonstration of the relationship between Pc 5 pulsation measured by spacecrafts and the acceleration of electrons in the radiation belts is indispensable for proving the Pc 5 pulsation related to the radial diffusion process, focusing on the mode of Pc 5 pulsation.
As we described above, the key is the investigation of Pc 5 pulsation separated to the two fluctuation modes, to verify whether Pc 5 pulsation relates to the increasing electron flux in the radiation belt. Several science satellite missions are designed by various countries for launching in the next solar maximum (around 2014), for example, the ERG mission by Japan, the Radiation Belt Storm Probes (RBSP) mission by USA, and the Outer Radiation Belt Injection, Transport, Acceleration and Loss Satellite (ORBITALS) mission by Canada. The aim of all the above missions is to understand the inner magnetosphere dynamics, especially the acceleration mechanism of the radiation belts particle. The investigations at the different local time (longitude) at the same time will be offered by the measurements of the existing science spacecrafts (e.g. GOES: Geostationary Operational Environment Satellite, THEMIS: Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms) and the prospective missions (Fig. 2.) .
Let us describe briefly the progression for researching of Pc 5 pulsation. Stewart (1861) 20) first reported "pulsation" of the Earth's electromagnetic field. After this find, the morphology of Pc 5 pulsation has mostly studied by the ground based measurements before beginning in-situ observations. In the late 20th century, the improvement of the ground magnetometer networks has provided the new knowledge for the global distribution of Pc 5 pulsation on the ground. One of the advantages of the ground measurements is that we can monitor the Pc 5 pulsation activity in a different latitude and longitude at the same time. In contrast, the disadvantage is that we indirectly measure the magnetic field fluctuation excited in the magnetosphere and discuss the generation mechanisms and the propagation process of Pc 5 pulsation with some hypothesis such as the ionospheric boundary conditions 21) . In the last three decades, the observations of Pc 5 pulsation have increased by the on-board magnetometer in the magnetosphere [22] [23] [24] [25] . In the next few decades, the multi-point and direct observations by spacecrafts might to be able to inclusively treat the generation sources, propagation and growth of Pc 5 pulsations. In the near future epoch when the ERG spacecraft will be launched, we will get a good opportunity for the multi-satellite investigations focused on the radiation belt, using the various payload instruments which simultaneously measure, for example, the magnetic and electric fields, plasma waves and plasma particles. The multi-direct measurements of Pc 5 pulsation at the different local time in the inner magnetosphere will provide us to identify the fluctuation mode and the spatiotemporal distribution of Pc 5 pulsation, concerning the variation of the energetic electron flux.
THEMIS Observations
For preliminary preparation of the ERG observations, we show the examination of (Fig. 3.) , they analyzed few increasing electron flux events. The red curve in Figure 3 shows the estimated next solar sunspot number (the sunspot number corresponds to the solar activity) and the red arrow indicates the next solar maximum. The ERG epoch might be located between 2012 and 2015. Thus we will have a good opportunity to observe many increasing electron flux events. It will provide the answer that toroidal/poloidal Pc 5 pulsation can be associated with the radiation belt electron. Before THEMIS mission there are a number of statistical studies for Pc 5 pulsation measured by in-situ magnetic fields [22] [23] [24] [25] , analysis of statistics or individual events are limited by electric fields 26, 27) . Eriksson et al. (2005) 28) analyzed the electric field data obtained from the Cluster spacecrafts to determine the azimuthal wave number hereafter termed "m", which is the important parameter for discussing the polarization of Pc 5 pulsation. The lower (m~1 -10) m-number indicates the toroidal mode, whereas the higher (m~100) denotes the poloidal mode. Cluster forms from four satellites. The analysis of measurements obtained from multi-satellite such as the Cluster or THEMIS mission advantages to identify the mode of Pc 5 pulsation.
Sarris et al. (2009) 29) showed the magnetic and electric filed fluctuation over the Pc 5 pulsation range, and determined the m value calculated from two spacecrafts located the separating position. As they mentioned, the phase difference between the magnetic and electric field indicates the oscillation type (e.g., Standing Alfven wave). This information is also important for understanding the characteristics of Pc 5 pulsation. In addition to the issue noted in the first paragraph of the present section, there is another problem which is few statistical analyses for identifying the oscillation type based on electric field measurements obtained by multi-satellites. If the plentiful analyses are done based on the electric field data, we will better understand the relationship between Pc 5 pulsation and the radial diffusion process, considering the generation mechanisms of Pc 5 pulsations.
Additional Scientific Efforts
As we described the previous section, the multi-satellite such as THEMIS is possible to understand the spatiotemporal distribution of Pc 5 pulsation. Additionally, by combining the multi-spacecraft observation and the magnetic measurement on the ground, we might understand the more detailed three-dimensional spatial distribution of Pc 5 pulsation in the inner magnetosphere. Both observation fills in each disadvantage: for the ground observation, not identifying the fluctuation mode from the magnetic field, and for in-situ observation, not separating the change of the magnetospheric regions and the time variation in the magnetic or electric fluctuation data (Fig. 4.) .
We propose the additional scientific efforts to understand of the inner magnetospheric dynamics. The pattern recognition technique such as the sound separation applies to the measurements of simultaneous data from ground-based magnetometers and spacecraft instruments. Tokunaga et al. (2007) 30) analyzed the magnetic field data obtained from the ground magnetometer networks by using the independent component analysis (ICA) technique, to separate the global variation and the localized variation from the time series data. Their result is good confirmation for the characteristic of Pi 2 pulsation, which is observed globally on the ground with the frequency between 40 and 150 seconds, and also suggested that the only higher latitude Pi 2 pulsation at the night side included the localized component. ICA technique might directly visualize the global and localized Pc 5 pulsation among the ground and in-situ observations. Furthermore, it is possible to identify the wave source region in the magnetosphere for the Pc 5 pulsation observed on the ground, and to understand the propagation process of Pc 5 pulsation. 
Conclusion
We presented the main science topics to be addressed by using ERG magnetometer data. The investigation of Pc 5 pulsation in the ERG mission is the important objective to understand the acceleration mechanism of the energetic particles in the radiation belt. The key is the investigation of Pc 5 pulsation separated to the two fluctuation modes (toroidal and poloidal), to verify whether Pc 5 pulsation relates to the increasing electron flux in the radiation belt. In the near future epoch when the ERG spacecraft will be launched, the multi-direct measurements of Pc 5 pulsation at the different local time in the inner magnetosphere will provide us to identify the fluctuation mode and the spatiotemporal distribution of Pc 5 pulsation. We also noted that applying the pattern recognition technique to the measurements of simultaneous data from ground-based magnetometers and spacecraft instruments is possible to identify the source region and to understand the propagation process of Pc 5 pulsation in the magnetosphere.
